
The world’s leading 
  sprinkler shut off tool

®



One sprinkler head left running can cost $1,000 
in losses every minute! It pays to have one in 
EVERY TOOL BOX and on EVERY FLOOR!

Designed for unique sprinkler heads 
commonly used in correctional 
facilities, medical and hospital 
buildings, hotels, shopping malls, 
and all commercial settings, all 
across the globe.

Attachments are available for the Shutgun so 
that it can shut off ¾” sprinkler heads, as well as 
½” and ¾” sprinklers that have had their arms 
sheared off.

Keep your Shutguns together and protected with our hard 
plastic case. Purchase it alone or with any combination of our 
4 Shutguns: Original, Sheared Head, Concealed Head, and 
Institutional; and/or 3 Attachments:
¾” Attachment to shut off the larger orifice found on  
¾”  heads; ½” or ¾” Sheared Head Attachments

Institutional Shutgun ®

A34006

½” Sheared  
Head Attachment

¾”      

¾” Attachment                          

NEW!
Product Code:

ISG004

SHA005

Product Code

SHA0075

Simply place 
the jaws in the 

opened sprinkler 
head and stop the 
water immediately 
with an easy one-
handed squeeze

Shutgun works on all exposed, 
recessed, concealed, institutional, 

sheared, ½” and ¾” sprinkler heads.



Designed and tested to shut off 
activated fire sprinkler heads 
instantly, Shutgun is your best 

defense against the expensive and 
hazardous effects of water damage.

Unique fusible link will release 
in case of fire – reactivating the 
sprinkler, keeping your building 
fully protected.

Tested by UL®, facilities and fire departments. 
1 Year Guarantee

“There should be a 
Shutgun in every  tool 
kit and with every fire 

extinguisher. 
The Shutgun is the 
best insurance deal 

you can get.” 

Joseph Fisco
- Petra Risk Solutions

For volume order  
pricing contact Shutgun

Product Code:

SG0001

Also Available:

SHSG002

The galvanized steel arms of the Sheared Head 
Shutgun fit over the top of the BROKEN frame 
allowing the Shutgun to immediately stop water 
from a sprinkler that has had all or part of its frame 
and diffuser sheared off.

The longer head of the Concealed Head Shutgun 
was specifically engineered for those hard to reach, 
concealed head sprinkler models mounted inside 
the ceiling that are becoming more common in 
condos, hotels and office buildings.

Shutgun’s water protection kit sits perfectly inside 
your fire extinguisher box and let’s you stay dry while 
you shut off the water source safety and quickly.
Includes: Shutgun, raincoat with hood, sleeve 
fasteners, plastic over booties and goggles all in 
a zippered pouch.  Available with or without the 
Sheared Head Attachment. 

Sheared Head Shutgun & Attachment

Concealed Head Shutgun 

Water Protection Kits

With attachment

Sheared Head Shutgun

CHSG003

WPK007

WPKSA008

Product Code



Shutgun can be found in major hotel 

chains, universities, air force bases, 

hospitals and construction sites 

around the world. 

Hundreds of thousands of dollars 

have been saved in water damage, 

inventory and project time thanks

to Shutgun.

Online at www.shutguntool.com

Technicraft Product Design Inc.

Toll Free 1-866-827-8711
Phone 705-445-5889
Fax 705-445-5891
Email info@shutgun.ca


